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Preface 

DebussYs writings arc roo well sprinkled with pungent rem3rks about analysis to 
be of comfort to anyone contemplating analysis of his music. 'Grownups •.• still 
try to explain things, dWnande them and quite hcanlessly kill 3ll their mystery', 
he complained in 190 I, in his very first piece of published musical aiticism. But 
his attitude was not so simple. 'The: need to understand - so ran: among artists
was innate in Ramau. Was it not to satisfy that need that he wrote his Traitl de 
l'hamumie ... ~', we fmd him writing some years later. The contrast suggests he 
had strong fedings about what was useful and what was futile in musical analysis, 
as well as a constant sensitivity towards whatever in music defies words. If this 
book takes the analytic plunge, then, it is with the: belief that an understandirogof 

-some of the mechanisms Debussy used for organizing and conveying hi.. inspira
tions - consciously or not - should only e:nhance our awareness of the real 
mystery that lies inviolable behind the inner srrcngth of his musical idas. 

Since the analyses here are intricate, and trace some strict logic, it is as well to 
say straight away that they constitute no attempt to contradict the: well
documented view of Debussy as a thoroughly instinctive artist, a communicator 
of the elusive momentary intuition. But if logic is visible in the score:, it is there 
whether the composer was conscious of it or not; if he: was conscious of it, the 
fact docs no injury to the potency of his instinct. The more original and 
mysterious the intuition, the more precise new techniques have to be found to 
communicate it successfully. Jules Laforgue:, one of Ocbussy's literary idols and 
another thoroughly intuitive artist, rook up the cudgels for this argument in his 
Notes il'esthhifues, countering Ernest Renan's contention that knowledge and 
science weaken instinct. 'That is to misunderstand the word instinct', Laforgue 
argues back; • In art then: will always be, as there always was, instinct and 
reOection, inspiratiolW or divining instinct and knowledge or science.' In fact 
the question of this duality was at the heart of the artistic circles in which 
Debussy moved in his formative years, and is discussed thoroughly in Chapter 
11 below, as it gives added impetus to the preceding analyses. 

To accompany the a.wyscs. four of Debussy's works arc reproduced hen: in 
their entirety as Appendix 3: the: song • Spleen' (from the Arimts oubIiUs), :and 
the piano pieces 'Clair de lune' (from the S,,;,e "natmuU'I"'). L'is" juyerue. :and 
'ReOetsdans l'eau' (from the firsrscriesofl"""es). Forthe main analysis, though 
- of LA mer - this is impracticable:, and the reader will have to obtain a scon: to 
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